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Successful
senior social

by E. Davis & B. Daniels

by Grace Humbles

Which group on campus includes a person afraid of tacos,
an old couple at a Star Wars
convention, and a taxidermy kit
infomercial? None other than
Covenant’s new Improv Team,
made up of nine dangerously
witty and humorous students.
The Improv Team made their debut on Tuesday night, displaying
a wide range of hilarious talents
through improvisation games.
Professor Deborah Kirby, Associate Professor of Film and Theatre
Studies, and sophomore Jamison
Shimmel began talking in the spring
of 2012 about starting a team. They
held an improv workshop last February to gauge interest in the student body. Kirby, recalling her days
as part of the original improv team
at Calvin College, thought the same
thing could happen at Covenant.
“I’ve been wanting to do this
since I got here a year and a half
ago,” said Kirby. “This is a dream
come true for me.”
After a semester of hard work,
the team finally got the chance to
perform in front of a real audience.
The team’s antics in the late-night
show filled Sanderson with peals
of laughter.
Continued on page 2News

S tudents gr aduating in December of ten leave sc hool
with little fanfare and ceremony. The annual S enior
S ocial pro vides seniors the
c hance to enjoy a night
free of flash-c ards and SI P
w r iting and off ers students
the oppor tunit y to send
gr aduating seniors off in a
big way.
S enior Class President,
Br ian S imons, planned the
S enior S ocial with the help
of his c abinet and with a
budget pro vided by S tudent
S enate. The planning committee f or the 2012 S enior
S ocial inc luded Matthe w
L uther, Ginny S omer vil le,
S helby Knapke, Chr is P if er,
Caitlin Ryan, and Br ian
Hess. The c abinet, along
with S imons, planned the
loc ation, progr am, and
speaker f or the e vent.
S eniors rol led up to the
Fair y land Club last Fr iday
and enjoyed valet parking
and top-notc h ser vice at the
e vent.
“ The social is a great way
f or seniors to enjoy the
Continued on page 2News
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Environmentalist commitments
by Matt Bristley

Chartwells is not particularly
known as a bastion of food conservation. Pretentious English
majors walking through the food
line in the Great Hall may be
more reminded of Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle than the kitchen
of a hippie commune. But maybe
students need to reconsider this
judgment. Chartwells has actually
taken many concrete steps to be
more environmentally responsible
over the past few years in how
they acquire their food, in how
they cook and serve it, and in how

they deal with the waste left over
afterwards.
In acquiring their ingredients,
Chartwells attempts whenever they can to procure it from
sources that are locally grown
or humane to animals. The milk
that graces cereal bowls and cups
throughout the Great Hall is
rBGH free, meaning that the
milked cows are not treated with
artificial growth hormones. The
eggs that make up omelets and
breakfast pizza come from chickens that are allowed to roam free
(instead of being kept in cages).
Chartwells follows the recom-

mendations of the Monterrey
Bay Aquarium in its choices of
seafood, not serving any seafood
from species that are endangered
or threatened. In fact, Chartwells’
tuna is raised in the ocean, so that
the fish aren’t stifled in artificial
fisheries.
Over the past two years,
Chartwells has taken the initiative to buy from local producers
as much as possible in order to
decrease the environmental costs
of transporting food long distances and to support local farmers.
They order from T & T Produce,
Continued on page 2News
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Continued from front page
“My man laugh came out I was
laughing so hard,” said junior Hannah Hill. “I wish they did it more
often -- I didn’t want it to end!”
Similar to popular television game show, Whose Line Is
It Anyway?, the improv show
depends on significant audience
involvement. One example of an
improv game is “Emotional Roller
Coaster,” which involves two improv players. In this game, the audience decides the location of the
scene, a relationship between the
two characters, and a list of emo-

Senior Social

Continued from front page
company of other seniors in
a f or mal setting, ” said S imons. “ It ’s also a way to say
goodbye to seniors gr aduating in December. ”
The progr am of the night
reflected S imon’s goal f or
the e vent, leaving students
with less str ucture and more
time to mingle and enjoy
gour met hot c hocolate and
a var iet y of c akes and desser ts.

Environmentalist
Continued from front page

which distributes food from local
Georgia farmers.
“When I first walked into
the fridge and noticed they had
Lookout Mountain tomatoes,”
said Ben Wingard, the assistant
manager of the Blink, “I was
thrilled that Chartwells was
taking the opportunity to source
their food from local farmers.”
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tions. The two players then must
act out a scene, having to instantly
change the emotional state of the
scene every time a new emotion is
called. Much absurdity and hilarity
ensues for both the audience and
the players from such a setup.
Auditions were held at the
beginning of this semester. Since
then, the team has met once a
week to learn various improvisation games and exercises. There are
six male students and three female
students currently on the team.
“It’s really fun and really scary,”
said team member Taylor Kelly.
“You can only be so prepared. All
you can do is learn to be comfort-

able with your teammates.”
While it may seem like improv
teams make up everything as
they go, they need a strong sense
of team unity and cohesiveness
to have such brilliant comedy.
Along with the games they have
practiced, the team has also been
learning how to work together.
“All of us have different styles of
humor,” said Shimmel, “and when
we started together as a group, we
were horrible. Everyone wanted
to control the scene. So we spent a
lot of time listening to each other
and learning each others’ strengths,
which brought us closer as a group.”
The team has grown together

through this experience, and will
add two new members next semester, junior Grace Hooper and
sophomore Amelia Anthony.
The Improv Team is not affiliated with the theater department,
and the team stressed that improv is
open to anyone, whether or not they
have any acting experience at all.
“Generally, the theatre department puts on more dramatic and
intense shows than purely comedic plays. While there’s value to
that, it also limits the amount of
students who think they can be
involved,” said Kelly.
The team hopes to hold several workshops next semester for

students who are merely interested
in learning more about the art of
improv. No experience nor team
commitment is expected, so they
are open to anyone and everyone.
“The ultimate vision is for the
team to be run by the students,”
said Kelly. “Professor Kirby is
there for guidance, but for the
most part we operate with our
own leadership.”
The team will be holding
auditions again in the fall and all
students are welcome and encouraged to come.
“I love all these amazingly funny
people and their commitment to
make this team a reality,” said Kirby.

“ The S enior S ocial was
a great oppor tunit y take
a break from sc hool and
spend time with fr iends, ”
said senior English major
S ar ah S wygard. “ It was fun
to take pictures, eat desser t,
and talk about diff erent
memor ies o ver the last f e w
years. ”
The Fair y land Club has
been the loc ation f or Co venant ’s S enior S ocial f or
almost e ver y year. The
c lassy decor ations and the
the pr ime loc ation of the

c lub o ver looking downtown
Chattanooga was a hit with
students.
“ The venue was beautiful and the desser ts were
delicious, ” said senior L eah
K lett. “ It was the per f ect
break from al l the cr aziness
of this time in the sc hool
year. ”
Mingling at the S enior
S ocial was augmented by a
c harge f or seniors delivered
by President Hal vorson.
Hal vorson and S imons both
spor ted “ Mo vember Mus-

tac h es” and cr ac ked jokes as
Hal vorson congr atulated seniors gr aduating in December, and encour aged seniors
cont inuing next semester to
“finish strong. ”
In addition to fattening
desser ts and encour aging
c harges, the S ocial off ered
students the oppor tunit y to
reconnect with their incoming c lass.
“ I enjoyed just being in
the same room as my f ellow c lassmates, ” said senior Libby Bar nard. “ We ’re

usual l y spread out across
c ampus, so being in the
same space, e ven f or that
shor t amount of time, was a
wonder ful thing to exper ience. ”
S enior attendees and the
planning committee were
pleased with the outcome of
the e vent.

Finally, Chartwells has taken
steps to compost the extra food
and scraps left over from food
preparation and service. Three
years ago, they ran a program
with the Grounds Department
to compost their raw vegetable
and fruit scraps, including coffee
grinds.
“The first year we successfully composted 6,000 pounds of
scraps. This allowed us to recycle
these products organically instead

of throwing it away, and the
results are in our beautiful landscaping, thanks to the hard work
from the Grounds Department
and the enriched soil they used,”
said Director of Food Services
Cameron Mitchell.
Since then, the program has
stopped due to new leadership
in the Grounds Department, but
Mitchell said they “are working
on re-establishing the program in
the near future.”

To do so, Chartwells is working
with the Campus Stewardship
Committee (CSC) on this and
several other programs to further
conservation efforts.
Junior Sarah Boone, the food
conservation lead for CSC, said
“We’ve been talking to Chartwells and Grounds and they are
going to help us start composting food preparation scraps next
semester.”
There is obviously more work to

be done, but Chartwells is making considerable efforts to steward their food resources wisely.
Boone said that CSC would “love
increased input and participation
from students” in order to help
conserve our food resources.
“All of this is exciting because
we can reduce waste,” Boone
reflected, “but ultimately it’s
about learning our dependence on
God’s creation and how to care
for it.”

Faculty Quote of the Week
“In terms of procreation, you need to have as many children as possible. If that means 20 or 30, that’s what you have to do.
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA”
-Dr. Dennison in Doctrine I
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The Verdict
Yes...to the sun.
No...to your 100th
sunrise instagram.
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It was dark outside and the
kitchen had always depended
heavily on natural light. I’d just
finished my dinner and Elisabet
was about to eat hers. She paused
and stood to tell me a story.
It was August when she first
came to Paris. She was not yet
twenty and had recently completed the Swedish equivalent of
high school. Eva went with her
to Paris. They slept on the floor
of a shabby, one room apartment.
Elisabet was vibrant and bold,
a bit of a contrast to her friend,
the constant and pensive Eva.
Eva’s words were calculated, but
frequent whenever they walked
among art. During the day,
Elisabet diligently learned the
habits of the great artists as Eva
escorted her through the works
displayed in the stunning museums of Paris. In turn, Elisabet
ensured that they experienced
Paris as they ought, with every
song, film, and story ever made
about the city as their guide.

They went to smooth parties, sat
at sidewalk cafés, met debonair
men, and drank wine and ate
cheese along the bank of the
Seine. Elisabet’s spirit, Eva’s
stoicism, and their delight in one
another left their hearts bursting,
forever seared with the inimitable brand of Paris.
Elisabet never left.
Almost forty years later, she
called up her old friend. “I want
to see you!” she told Eva. But
Eva did not want her to come.
She was ill. Elisabet went anyway. Eva was with her husband
in a little house in the French
countryside. When Elisabet
saw her, she hardly recognized
her friend. Cancer-ridden Eva
weighed 55 lbs and no longer left
her bed, a pile of tubes. To the
shock of her husband, Eva sat
up animatedly during Elisabet’s
visit. I do not remember if Elisabet said they talked for hours
or if she said they talked for
days. Frankly, I don’t think she
remembers either. For a moment,
they thought she would improve.

Eva died five days later.
Elisabet’s face was so close to
mine, some of her silvery hairs
brushed my cheek but I was
transfixed by the tale and found
myself drowning in the tears and
memories that swam in her tired
and suddenly illuminated eyes.
“And what do you think we
talked of, Emily?” She asked me.
I imagined all the things I
would want to talk about if I
knew I was dying… Everything?
“Paris. We talked only of August in Paris.”
Before I came to Covenant,
my best friend gave me a poster
with an image from Casablanca.
It said, “We’ll always have Paris.”
At the time, I had not considered going to France. I thought
it was merely a reference to a
lighthearted conversation we’d
had. One of those things you
talk about while the unspoken
assumption is that it will never
happen. Now, I understand. It’s
not a reference to a place, to
Paris. It’s an idea.
In A Moveable Feast, Heming-

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for News, please contact News editor Bethany Daniels at bethany.daniels@covenant.edu.

way writes,
“There is never any ending to
Paris and the memory of each
person who has lived in it differs from that of any other. We
always returned to it no matter
who we were nor how it was
changed nor with what difficulties nor with what ease it could
be reached. It was worth it and
we received a return for whatever
we brought to it.”
These articles were meant to
stir your thoughts to action and
to challenge your contentment
with knowing one culture. I hope
what we have shared encourages you to release your curiosity
and to risk experiencing foreign
culture. Understand that it is
a risk. It is dangerous. I have
seen dear friends lose their faith
abroad. I am still recovering from
the shock my own beliefs in God
underwent. But don’t let fear or
inconvenience stop you.
What is your Paris? And why
are you not going there?
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Review of a Saga
by Andrew Mollenkof

Brian K. Vaughn is one of my
favorite comic book writers
around. If you know comics you
have heard of Vaughn. His series,
Y the Last Man, is brilliant and
inventive. Perhaps you don’t know
Vaughn but perhaps you’ve heard
of the T.V series Lost--Vaughn
was the writer of seasons three
through five. Recently he began
his new comic series, Saga. It
was released in late October and
received wide acclaim that it most
certainly was worthy of.
Saga has a plot that is pretty unoriginal. The series takes us into a
wildly diverse galaxy that has been
divided by war. The two largest
planets, Wreath and Landfall, have
caused their galaxy to choose sides
in a battle which has become about
winning. Vaughn, unimaginatively,
begins the action when two lovers
from opposite sides of the conflict

are birthing their child. When
parties who have vested interests in
the war discover that this has happened, the two lovers are thrown
into turmoil.
Despite the unoriginal premise, the galaxy in which Vaughn
places his events is anything
but. Vaughn gives us a variety
of aliens that are both original
and interesting. He manages to
bring together mythology and
technology seamlessly. He creates
a world that is both riveting and
fresh. Vaughn crosses genres only
in a way that a master craftsman
could. And on top of this, readers
are given good characters as well.
From spider women to men with
televisions for heads, Saga has a
gambit of oddities. The protagonists
Alana and Marko are themselves
“odd birds.” Marko’s race has horns
and can do magic, while Alana has
a set of wings. Thankfully the features of the creatures don’t distract

from their personalities, and in fact
they usually enhance the characters’
personalities well.
The characters, like their races,
are varied and their worldviews
span a wide spectrum. My favorite
character, “The Will,” is a bounty
hunter who is remorselessly violent.
Readers are supposed to dislike
him at first because of his flippant view of morality. He only
becomes more disgusting when
he goes to a pleasure planet full of
prostitutes and lurid sex. The Will’s
redemption comes after one of the
pimps leads takes him to one of
the planets “finest” acquisitions, a
10-year-old child sold during the
war. Let’s just say The Will, a merciless killer, has his own brand of
justice and he “judges” the pimp for
trying to sell him sex with a child.
The Will is no moral giant but in
a matter of frames readers see that,
on some level, he is kind. Once
you read Saga you realize that the

whole comic is complex, not just
the characters.
Basically if you’re into books
that make you feel like a grown up
(in the best and worst ways) and a
kid at the same time, then Saga is
probably for you. I won’t sugar coat
it: Saga has nudity and violence
and robot sex. Though all that

haunting sound and strangely
sweet, explicit lyrics, the album
does not disappoint Del Rey’s
fans. Paradise opens with the
already massively successful
ballad “Ride” in which Del Rey
describes the emptiness she
feels in life and how “[she] just
ride[s].” She croons to the listener, telling her story, saying,
“I hear the birds on the summer breeze, I drive fast/I am
alone in the night/Been trying
hard not to get into trouble, but
I/I’ve got a war in my mind/So
I just ride.”
The video for “Ride” is one
of the most breathtaking I
have seen all year, while also
imparting a feeling of hopelessness. Both “Cola” and “Gods
& Monsters” display Del Rey’s
ability to make explicit language sound unusually sweet.
If one read the lyrics mention-

ing her genitalia in “Cola”
they would be shocked by the
graphic nature of the content.
However, when one listens to
the song in its entirety, it is
hard not to be swept away by
the beautiful melody. The same
can be said for “Gods & Monsters.” The lyrics, again, shock
listeners with their explicit nature, however, the slow trancelike sound of the song dulls the
intensity of the language.
As a whole, Del Rey’s follow
up Ep, Paradise is worth a listen
or two, or seven. She delivers
once again and while the album
sounds a bit darker than her
first, it carries on the same style
and lyricism that made the first
album so successful. While Born
to Die is still my favorite of her
albums, I believe this one will be
nearly as successful as the last
and produce several more hit

singles. Lana Del Rey did not
disappoint, and I believe everyone should take an hour to sit
back and enjoy her sound.
			

Paradise review
by Jamison Shimmel

Earlier this year, singer/songwriter Lana Del Rey released
the album Born to Die, and shot
up the charts with singles like,
“Born to Die,” “Blue Jeans,”
“Video Games,” and “Summertime Sadness.” Her music
has been described as sounding
cinematic, and while her performance on SNL was highly
criticized for being “one of the
worst outings in SNL history”
by NBC Nightly News anchor/ amateur music aficionado
Brian Williams, the album did
incredibly well and gave her a
foothold in the industry.
On Nov. 12, Lana released
her third EP, Paradise, which
was also released as a continuation of Born to Die. The album
follows in the footsteps of
her debut album, and with its

Talkingcomicbooks.com

aside, Saga also has lasers, swords,
and magic rockets which are great
for anyone who is a big nerd like
me. But Saga is also reminiscent
of Romeo and Juliet and The Lord
of the Rings. Honestly, I think this
comic has a little something for a
lot of people if they want to give
comics a try.

My top 4 songs:
1. Ride
2. American
3. Gods & Monsters
4. Cola

Vol. 59.13
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Defense of a Hobbit trilogy
by Zack Jackson

Just as everyone is leaving
school, the first part of the Peter
Jackson’s The Hobbit trilogy will
be released to millions of excited
fans. This movie has been highly
anticipated since the release of
The Return of the King almost ten
years ago. However, why does
The Hobbit, which is significantly
shorter than any one of the
books in the Lord of the Rings,
deserve to have its own trilogy?
The answer lies with another
fantasy hero who is slightly
younger than our mountainbound hobbit friend.
Starting with the film adaption
of The Goblet of Fire, filmmak-

ers had been considering splitting one or more of the books in
the Harry Potter series into two
films. This idea, however, did not
come into fruition until 2010’s
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 1.
Although the idea seemed like
a money grab to many, it turned
out to be highly successful move.
Part 1 went on to shatter many
records, and to this day Part 2
holds on to the fourth highest
grossing movie ever (without
adjusting for inflation). Fans
had tickets reserved well ahead
of time for both films. I was in
Venezuela during the release of
the final film, where people had
to get tickets a month ahead of

time if they wanted to watch
the film in its first full week of
release.
So where is this all leading?
No one would have dared to
split a book into multiple movies
before the filmmakers of Harry
Potter made this daring move.
Now, we are constantly getting
news of books being split into
multiple films. Twilight’s company decided the final book was
deserving of its own two movies, while the less talked about
Atlas Shrugged has seen a trilogy
develop from its material.
This leads us to the first
installment of The Hobbit: An
Unexpected Journey. This may,
perhaps, be the most ambitious

book adaption to date. When
the filmmakers were confronted
with the idea that it would be
difficult to take all of the events
in the book and divide them into
three movies, the studio revealed
that they would be using material from Tolkien’s notes to fill in
the blanks that were in the book.
For example, Gandalf leaves
the group for a period of time,
with his time away only being
acknowledged as the conquering
of an earlier mentioned Necromancer. Benedict Cumberbatch
of the television series Sherlock
will not only be voicing and performing the motion capture for
Smaug the dragon, but for this
Necromancer as well!

In another ambitious move,
the trilogy is being filmed in
3D, and is using a higher frame
rate than any other film to date.
Many skeptics claim that this
frame rate causes a “soap opera”
look, but the supporters purport
that the higher frame rate causes
more lifelike portrayals, because
this allows the camera to capture more images in this short
amount of time.
No matter what the outcome
is, Dec. 14 is sure to be another
record-shattering day, and it will
certainly not be the last.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Arts, please contact Arts editors Calvin Cummings and Alia Hollback at calvin. cummings@covenant.edu
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You can’t always get what you want
by Greg Steele

We want it all in America. We
want a good job that we love
and pays well. We want to own
a home and have a cute dog. We
want a spouse and 2.5 kids. We
want at least two nice cars, and
maybe a boat if we have enough
money. We want good friends
and a flat screen TV. We want to
travel the world and experience
a diversity of cultures and foods.
We want all the possessions and
experiences that life has to offer.
Part of having it all in modern
America is not getting married (yet). The new conventional
wisdom is that one must be
established before making the
financial investment of marriage.
Since buying a house and having
kids costs money, one should
have a solid job and some savings in the bank before he or she
leaps into the financially draining experience of marriage. The
alternatives to marriage? Moving

in together or hooking up. In
her article “Boys on the Side,”
author Hanna Rosin explores
this phenomenon of the “hookup
culture” at college campuses as
a good for goal-oriented, driven
women. Career driven women
no longer need to worry about
sidetracking their career with
a family and children; they can
wait till they are ready to have
those things to pursue them. The
same has been true for men for
a while now. Casual sex is the
first step on the path to finally
settling down with someone,
which (may) eventually lead to
marriage. It’s a long process that
affects marriages and families in
a highly negative way.
The church hasn’t been very
helpful in speaking to this problem. On one hand, many people
in the church, like their secular
counterparts, encourage their
young people to wait to get married until they are more mature
and more settled. “Wait till you

figure out God’s plan for your
life and until you can properly
support a family,” they say. “But
make sure you don’t have sex!”
This “wait until you are ready”
mentality leads to protracted
engagements and increased
temptation as Christian couples
desire marriage and the physical intimacy that accompanies
it. Some give into the temptation, and others end up leaving
a perfectly marriageable partner
because they “just weren’t ready.”
On the other hand, many
people in the church encourage early marriage, specifically
for the purpose of combatting
the temptation that comes with
waiting. “If you love each other,
and are both Christians, go for
it!” they say, “Just give your lives
to God and He will take care of
the rest.” Many times, this leads
couples into marriages without
their acknowledgement of the
challenges and sacrifices that
come with this God-given gift.

This often leads to divorce because the other person changed
or the marriage was too hard.
Christians need to speak
Biblically and realistically into
marriage and relationships in the
21st century. Waiting to get married is hard. It is hard to conscientiously pursue singleness, and
sexual purity is a huge challenge
in drawn-out relationships.
Christians need to acknowledge
that it’s hard not to have sex
when you have 20-something
hormones, and give those who
wait for marriage tools for dealing with them. Getting married
young is also hard. Marriage is
a tremendous commitment, and
the person you marry when you
are 20 will change over time.
Marriage at a young age will
require sacrifice. The first thing
one of my married friends (who
was planning on going to law
school) told me when I expressed
my desire to become a lawyer
was, “Don’t fall in love.” He is

happily married and happy with
his current, non-law related job,
but he did have to give up his
“calling” to be with his wife.
Though marriage is good, it is
also hard work. We need to make
our young people aware of these
challenges.
Jesus never promised his followers that they would have it
all; he promised that he would be
with them through the struggles
that were bound to come. We
as the church need to teach our
young people the realities of this
hard gospel. Yes, Jesus brings
perfect peace and rest, but he
also brings the sword. Carrying
our crosses is not easy, in marriage as in any other area. Only
by God’s grace and an acknowledgement of both the blessings
and trials of marriage at any age
can the church speak valuably
into the marriages and prospective marriages in the Body of
Christ.
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The Republican comeback
by Stephen McKerihan

Republicans suffered a heavy
loss on Nov. 6 when incumbent
Democrat Barack Obama won
a second term in the White
House. This outcome, in conjunction with their inability to
regain control of the Senate,
solidifies Obamacare as our
nation’s impending future for
the healthcare system. Now
Republicans must consider what
their next move will be, and it
seems that two distinct paths lay
before them. On one hand, they
can continue to allow the Tea
Party to increasingly shape their
policies and lead them down the
path of uncompromising fis-

cal responsibility. On the other
hand, the party can moderate
their policies in an attempt to
win back minority and independent voters, two groups which
they missed this past November,
for the upcoming elections.
Many people believe this election was a sign that the GOP
needed to moderate its positions,
yet the negative effects of this
route of moderation make it seem
foolhardy and regressive. For
instance, if Republicans were to
relinquish their stance on taxes
and allow for an increase on the
wealthy, they would certainly
be seen as more moderate, yet it
would not win them a significant
part of the electorate. Much of

the Democratic Party is made
up of voters who are particularly
passionate about social issues such
as gay marriage and abortion.
Compromising on these social
issues would not be beneficial for
the party as it would alienate a
large portion of Republicans’ base,
negating any progress made by
gaining new voters. A platform
shift in these areas would most
likely lead to a party split, where a
third party would form and leave
both too weak to win any future
elections. Any major changes to
the GOP’s platform would leave
the party weaker than its current
state and create massive internal
turmoil. That leaves us with the
first option.

Standing on a platform of economic conservatism established
by the Tea Party, the Republicans
have a strong and supportive
base that feels passionately about
their beliefs. Straying from these
views would lead to a scenario
where the costs far outweigh the
benefits. Yet the party cannot remain stagnant; something needs
to improve for Republicans to
have a chance in future elections.
This improvement lies in large
part with the candidate they
choose to run for them.
Mitt Romney had a rough
political past that made attacking
Obama’s greatest weakness, the
patient protection and affordable care act, nearly impossible.

He also fit the unimaginative
and overplayed stereotype of an
old, rich, white male that people
have come to expect from the
GOP. Choosing a candidate who
doesn’t fit this stereotype would
conceivably improve the party’s
likeability among independents
and help close the gap between
the parties. The Republican Party
is based on strong and logical
arguments; they need not change
them to pander to small groups
of voters. If they simply use better campaign strategies, starting
with picking more diverse candidates, and continue to fight with
gusto, the Republicans can once
again influence national policy.

supposed to protect us, like say,
police officers. The police are
tasked with keeping our country safe. Of course policing isn’t
perfect, but personally I have
reached a stance in which I just
don’t believe that our justice
system keeps police officers accountable and that many police
officers are corrupt.
I know this is a broad generalization and that there are many
upstanding police officers in this
country, but recent statistics and
events have made me believe
otherwise. Take, for instance,
several cases of police brutality or misconduct that have
happened recently. In October,
several New York Police Officers brutally beat Ehud Halevy
when he was putting up no fight
and had done nothing wrong.
Last year, former Iraq veteran
Jose Guerena was shot to death
in his home. It was suspected
that he was part of a drug ring,

but no evidence has been found
to prove that he was. Guerena
died rifle in hand because had
heard the police kicking down
his door, but didn’t know it was
the police. None of the officers
in the shooting were prosecuted,
even though they did not let
the paramedics in for over an
hour after he was shot because
they had to “secure the area.” A
similar killing occurred in 2006
when the police tried to raid the
house of a 92-year-old woman
in Atlanta. She fired shots at
the police and was killed. No
one was punished for ordering
a raid on a 92-year-old woman’s
house. Now I know that I have
only mentioned three cases, but
statistics surrounding varied
types of arrests also show a trend
in police misconduct.
Drug arrests are common in
our culture, and the statistics
surrounding them prove that
many police nationwide take

part in corruption. In 2009,
Human Rights Watch (HRW )
did a study that showed that,
in 2006, blacks were two to
11.3 times more likely to be
arrested for drug offenses than
whites. HRW also showed that
consumption between black
and white drug offenders is
not spectacularly different, and
can be said to be comparable. I
think that this issue in particular
showcases some of the ways in
which police officers across our
nation fail us.
I don’t know enough of the
history of our justice system

to say if police misconduct is
more of a recent trend or not. I
think that any situation in which
innocent American citizens
can be killed and no person is
brought to justice or even loses
their job is a travesty. When
people are arrested by the color
of their skin, I begin to wonder
how much police work actually
amounts to the police putting
the people in jail that they, not
the law, think should be in jail.
Reforms of our justice system
need to be made, and normal
American citizens need to be the
ones to speak up and call for it.

Police brutality
by Andrew Mollenkof

Everybody wants to believe
that there are the “good guys.”
As little kids we have dreams
of being doctors, firemen, and
police officers. Few people want
to grow up to be a “bad guy.”
Even as an adult, I occasionally
have dreams of fighting masked
gunman and being honored as a
national hero. Who doesn’t want
to stop some bad guys then fall
in love and ride away into the
sunset with your new rich love
interest (or if you’re a hipster, I
guess that love interest would
be poor and artistic, but you’d
have love, right?). For me, and I
am sure others, it was a sad day
when I realized that the heroes I
have always dreamed of becoming don’t exist.
Obviously the heroes I
dreamed of as a kid don’t exist in
the real world, but I would still
like to believe in people who are
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Athletics move
forward

tennis, baseball, and softball
will begin to play in Januar y.
For all of these teams, this
is the last season to compete as part of the National
Christian Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCCAA).
In fall 2013, Covenant
will be eligible to be fully

integrated into the National
Collegiate Athletic Association Division III (NCAA
DIII), which it has been in
the process of joining since
the 2009-2010 school year.
Covenant will also be changing conferences, moving from
the Greater Southern Atlantic

Conference (GSAC) to the
USA South Conference.
“As a player there were some
aspects of the transition that
were frustrating. But I believe
the move to Division III is
a great move for Covenant.
As a coach, I look forward to
completion of this process and
becoming a full NCAA Division III member. The DIII
model is more in line with the
type of school that Covenant
is, as well as the philosophy
behind our athletic program,”
said John Hirte, the head tennis coach, who has seen this
process develop from both
sides: as a player and a coach.
Playing as a part of the
NCCAA has presented some
problems for Covenant. Many
of the schools in this division
are larger than Covenant. As
part of the NCAA DIII, Covenant will play schools similar
to its own size.

I would argue, should enjoy more
of it. Why is this, you say? Well,
please allow me make a few points.
Watch soccer for the beauty of
it. It is said that soccer is the beautiful game. While I firmly believe
this, I recognize that it is only
partly true. Partly true in the sense
that other games are beautiful in
their own ways as well, and in the
sense that soccer is sometimes
quite ugly. Despite this, there are
moments of sheer wonder and
splendor in soccer that show not
just individual talent, but aesthetic
transcendence through sport.
I could wax eloquently about
Barcelona’s orchestrated passing,
Tottenham’s deadly counterattack,
or the pure joy shown in the play

of Santos. But just go to Youtube.
Search for “best soccer compilation” if you want a starting point.
Watch soccer for a more global
perspective. As alluded to at the
beginning of the article, I can walk
into bars from Buenos Aires to
Cape Town to Prague to Beirut
and strike up a conversation (or
join one) about soccer. As a global
sport, international diversity is part
of soccer’s very nature—Newcastle
United FC (in England) includes
players from Argentina, Italy, Senegal, Burundi, Algeria, Slovenia,
and the Netherlands. The best
players in many club teams also
participate in their national teams,
which showcase the national style
of their countries: the disciplined

logical play of Germany, the
free-flowing artisanal play of Italy,
the exuberant and creative play of
Brazil.
Watch soccer for the history and
glory of it. The teams of Europe
in particular are wound together
with layer upon layer of traditions, values, and often conflicts.
For example, the el Clásico rivalry
between Real Madrid and Barcelona FC is not just a clash of the
two most powerful club sides in
soccer today. It is also a clash of
two different streams of Spanish
culture. Barcelona represents the
Catalán nationalism and resistance
to centralizing tyranny, while Real
Madrid has long been linked to
the monarchy and Spanish nation-

AP

by Jake Sikkema

The leaves are falling off the
trees and winter is pretty
much here. Soccer, volleyball, golf, and cross countr y
have all concluded their post
season play. Meanwhile basketball is in full swing, and

Additionally, some sports go
straight to the national level in
the NCCAA. When Covenant
becomes fully integrated into
the NCAA DIII, its teams
will have the opportunity to
compete at the conference,
regional, and national levels.
Despite playing in the
NCCAA, Covenant ’s teams
performed very well this year.
Men’s soccer went 10-10-1,
women’s soccer was 15-5-1,
and volleyball had an almost
record-breaking year at 25-8.
The men’s cross country team
placed 4th at the Maryville
Open and women’s cross
country placed first at the
Maryville open.
Still, moving to NCAA DIII
and the USA South Conference is a very exciting development and the benefits of the
transition will be good in the
long run.

alism. It goes on— the cheerful
pro-Jewishness of Ajax and Spurs
fans, the identity politics of the
Milan Derby, the paramilitary
nationalism of Red Star Belgrade’s
supporters, or Athletic Bilbao’s
“Basques-only” rule. These identities add a layer of meaning to the
game that is irresistibly fascinating.
Watch soccer because it’s just
fun to wake up early Saturday
morning, make a cup of tea (or
something a little stiffer if you’re
on break), and listen to a couple
British guys josh around while
Wesley Sneijder, Andrea Pirlo, or
Andres Iniesta work magic on the
pitch. Also there aren’t any commercial breaks.

Soccer and the United States
by Matt Bristley

I’m sitting at a beachfront bar in
Larnaca, Cyprus. I lean on the
edge of my stool, craning to see
the TV screen while joking with
the man next to me, a Greek
fisherman I met half an hour ago.
A moment later I am yelling and
cheering with five other guys
around me, while another group
off to the side moans in agony. I
down my drink with a contented
sigh. Tottenham scored another
goal against Fulham.
What was this thing that united
me with these random Cypriots
one Sunday afternoon in May?
Soccer. Or what is called “football”
by our English friends. Americans,
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